







































commercial! suppliers! (Acros,! Arch! Bioscience,! Fisher! Scientific,! Sigma<Aldrich,! TCI! America,!
VWR)!and!used!without! further!purification.!Multitron!shakers!(Infors,!Annapolis!Junction,!MD)!
were! used! for! cell! growth.! UV<Vis! spectroscopy! was! performed! using! a! Shimadzu! UV<1800!
spectrophotometer!(Shimadzu,!Carlsbad,!CA).!Sonication!was!performed!using!a!Qsonica!Q500!
sonicator.!Silica!gel!chromatography!purifications!were!carried!out!using!AMD!Silica!Gel!60,!230<
400!mesh.! 1H!NMR!spectra!were! recorded!on!a!Bruker!Prodigy!400!MHz! instrument!and!are!
internally!referenced!to!the!residual!solvent!peak!(chloroform).!Data!for!1H!NMR!are!reported!in!
the!conventional!form:!chemical!shift!(δ!ppm),!multiplicity!(s!=!singlet,!d!=!doublet,!t!=!triplet,!q!=!











or! HyperBroth! (AthenaES,! Baltimore,! MD)! with! 100! μg/mL! ampicillin! and! 20! μg/mL!












All! variants! described! in! this! paper! were! cloned! and! expressed! using! the! pET22(b)+! vector!
(MilliporeSigma,!St.!Louis,!MO).!The!gene!encoding!Rhodothermus#marinus!cyt!c!V75T!M100D!
M103E!(Rma#TDE)!was!obtained!as!a!single!gBlock!(Integrated!DNA!Technologies,!Coralville,!
IA)! (4),! codon<optimized! for! E.# coli,! and! cloned! using! Gibson! assembly! (1)! into! pET22(b)+!
between!restriction!sites!NdeI!and!XhoI!in!frame.!The!gene!encoding!Rma#TDE!contained!an!N<



























Purified! cytochrome!c! proteins!were! prepared!as! follows.! In! a! 4! L! flask,! one! liter!HyperBroth!
(AthenaES)! containing! 100! µg/mL! ampicillin! and! 20! µg/mL! chloramphenicol! (HBamp/chlor)! was!
inoculated!with!an!overnight!culture!(20!mL,!Lysogeny!Broth,!with!100!µg/mL!ampicillin,!20!µg/mL!














0.45! μm! cellulose! acetate! filter! and! purified! using! a! 1! mL! Ni<NTA! column! (HisTrap! HP,! GE!
Healthcare,! Piscataway,! NJ)! using! an! AKTA! purifier! FPLC! system! (GE! Healthcare).! The!




















































































Purified! 57Fe! cytochrome! c! proteins! were! prepared! as! follows.! In! a! 125! mL! flask,! 30! mL! of!

















1!M!NaOH!(0.4!mL)!was!mixed!with!pyridine! (1!mL),! followed!by!centrifugation! (10,000xg,!30!









































product,! 20! μL! internal! standard! (20! mM! 1,2,3<trimethoxybenzene! in! toluene)! and! 1! mL!

















solvents! were! added! to! demonstrate! that! the! spectral! characteristics! are! similar! in! 1%!
isopropanol,!5%!acetonitrile,!and!15%!dimethylsulfoxide.!Spectra!of! reduced,!Me<EDA<treated!
Rma# TDE! was! taken! in! buffer! containing! 50! mM! sodium! dithionite,! 10! mM! ethyl! 2<diazo!
propanoate,!and!1%!isopropanol.!Co<solvents!were!added!to!demonstrate!that!the!addition!of!5%!
acetonitrile!or!15%!dimethylsulfoxide!did!not!substantially!impact!the!spectrum.!!For!spectra!taken!


















these!conditions,! crystals! formed!over!3<5!days,!and! reached!maximum!size!after! 7<10!days.!





















of!geometric! idealization! in!Refmac5!(13)!and!removal!of!all! ligands.!For!carbene<bound!Rma#
TDE,!the!search!model!comprised!a!single!monomer!of!Rma#TDE!(PDB!ID:!6CUK)!subjected!to!








clashes.!After! the!protein,! ligand,!and!solvent!atoms!were!built,!TLS!operators!were!added! to!
refinement! (16),! which! resulted! in! substantial! improvements! in! Rfree! for! the! models.!








1.0,!and! the!Rma!TDE!structure!had!a!MolProbity! score!of!0.9,!putting!both!structures! in! the!
highest!percentile!rank!for!MolProbity!scores.!The!carbene<bound!Rma#TDE!structure!contains!
! 8!



























Mössbauer! cup,! and! the! sample! was! pipetted! up! and! down! to! ensure! the! sample! was!
homogenous!(approximately!10!seconds).!!The!sample!was!then!flash<frozen!on!liquid!nitrogen.!


































Density! Functional! Theory! (DFT)! calculations! were! carried! out! using! Gaussian09! (17).! A!




transformation.! All! stationary! points! were! verified! as!minima! or! first<order! saddle! points! by! a!
vibrational!frequency!analysis.!Intrinsic!reaction!coordinate!(IRC)!calculations!were!performed!to!
ensure! that! the! optimized! transition! states! connect! the! corresponding! desired! reactants! and!
products.!Enthalpies!and!entropies!were!calculated!for!1!atm!and!298.15!K.!A!correction!to!the!
harmonic!oscillator!approximation,!as!discussed!by!Truhlar!and!co<workers,!was!also!applied!to!
the! entropy! calculations! by! raising! all! frequencies! below! 100! cm–1! to! 100! cm–1! (21,22)! using!
Goodvibes!v.1.0.1!python!script!(23).!Single!point!energy!calculations!were!performed!using!the!




small!backbone!fluctuations! in!enzyme!active!sites!(28,29).!All!energy!values!discussed! in! the!




The!methodology!employed! in!this!study,!based!on!the!use!of!(U)B3LYP!density! functional,! is!
very!similar!to!that!used!by!Shaik!group!for!the!study!of!iron!carbene!porphyrins!(30),!and!more!
recently!by!Luis,!Solà,!Costas!and!co<workers!to!study!non<heme!iron!carbene!transfer!reactions!
















scheme.! Stationary! points! were! verified! as! minima! by! a! vibrational! frequency! analysis,! and!
thermal!corrections!were!calculated!for!1!atm!and!298.15!K.!A!correction!to!the!harmonic!oscillator!
approximation,! as! discussed! by! Truhlar! and! co<workers,! was! also! applied! to! the! entropy!
calculations!by!raising!all!frequencies!below!100!cm–1!to!100!cm–1!(21,22)!using!Goodvibes!v1.0.1!
python! script! (23).! Single! point! energy! calculations! were! performed! at! the!
(U)B3LYP/Def2TZVP:AmberFF14Sb!level,!and!using!an!electrostatic!embedding!scheme.!!
Snapshots!for!QM/MM!calculations!were!obtained!from!classical!MD!trajectories,!as!described!
below,! and! included! all! the! protein! residues,! cofactors,! counterions! and! water! molecules!
contained!in!a!<3!Å!shell!around!the!protein!structure.!QM!region!(82!atoms)!included!the!heme!


























electron! density! values! were! then! used! to! extrapolate! the! isomer! shift! values! using! the!
corresponding!Römelt! and!Neese! calibrations! (46).! Broken<symmetry! solutions! for! the! singlet!
open<shell!electronic!configuration!were!found!by!first!converging!to!a!triplet!self<consistent!field!










Molecular! Dynamics! simulations! were! performed! using! the! GPU! code! (pmemd)! (50)! of! the!
AMBER! 16! package! (51).! Parameters! for! the! carbene<bound! IPC! were! generated! within!
! 11!
the!antechamber!and!MCPB.py!(52)!modules!in!AMBER16!package!using!the!general!AMBER!
force! field! (gaff)! (53),!with!partial! charges!set! to! fit! the!electrostatic!potential!generated!at! the!
B3LYP/6<31G(d)! level!by!the!RESP!model!(54).!The!charges!were!calculated!according!to!the!
Merz–Singh–Kollman!scheme!(55,56)!using!the!Gaussian!09!package!(17).!Protonation!states!of!
protein! residues! were! predicted! using! H++! server.! Each! protein! was! immersed! in! a! pre<






with! a! force! constant! of! 500! kcal·mol−1·Å−2.! The! second! stage!minimizes!all! the!atoms! in! the!
simulation!cell!except!those!involved!in!the!harmonic!distance!restraint.!The!systems!were!gently!
heated!using!six!50!ps!steps,!incrementing!the!temperature!by!50!K!for!each!step!(0–300!K)!under!




1!were! applied! to! the! solute! and! the!Andersen! equilibration! scheme!was! used! to! control! and!



































































Crystal(Structure( Fe–N(Imz)((Å)( Fe–O((Å)( Fe–C((Å)(
6CUK! 2.0! 2.1! N/A!
6CUN! 2.1! N/A! 1.9!























































































































is!a!Gaussian!distribution!of! the! typical!Lorentzian! lineshape!observed! in!Mössbauer! spectra.!
Although! less! typically! observed! for! solution! samples,! small! differences! in! the! protein! (e.g.!
folding),!in!the!local!active<site!environment!(e.g.!solvent,!H<bonding!network),!or!small!domains!
in!the!sample!caused!by!rapid!freezing!could!all!result!in!such!a!lineshape.!Alternative!fits!such!
as! asymmetric! Lorentzian! lineshapes! or! adding! in! a! second! component! lead! to! worse! fits.!
Application!of!a!small!magnetic!field!(50!mT,!Figure!S4.B)!rules!out!incipient!magnetic!behavior!











Component( δ((mm(s−1)( ΔEQ((mm(s−1)( Linewidths,(ΓL/(ΓR((mm(s−1)(

















Component( δ((mm(s−1)( ΔEQ((mm(s−1)( Linewidths,(ΓL/(ΓR((mm(s−1)(























Component( δ((mm(s−1)( ΔEQ((mm(s−1)( Linewidths,(ΓL/(ΓR((mm(s−1)( Relative(area(
A!(blue)! 0.18!±!0.02! 1.83!±!0.04! 0.46/0.46! 0.88!


























Component( δ((mm(s−1)( ΔEQ((mm(s−1)( Linewidths,(ΓL/(ΓR((mm(s−1)( Relative(area(
A!(blue)! 0.18!±!0.02! 1.84!±!0.04! 0.41/0.41! 0.82!
B!(green)! 0.42!±!0.02! 1.04!±!0.02! 0.38/0.38! 0.13!











1! Rma#TDE!(CMeCOOEt)! Experimental! CSS! 0.18! (<)a!1.83! (This!work)!
2! Fe(Por)(CPh2)(MeIm)! Calculated! CSS! 0.19! <1.76! Khade!et#al.!(63)!
3! Fe(TPFPP)(CPh2)b! Experimental! CSS! 0.03! (<)a!2.34! Li!et#al.!(61)!!
4! Fe(Por)(CPh2)! Calculated! CSS! 0.10! <2.37! Khade!et#al.!(63)!!
5! Fe(Por)(CMeCOOEt)(Im)!<!wat!d! Calculated! OSS! 0.23! <1.06! (This!work)!
6! Fe(Por)(CMeCOOEt)(Im)<!wat!d! Calculated! CSS! 0.20! <1.04! (This!work)!
7! Fe(Por)(CMeCOOEt)(Im)!<!wat!d! Calculated! Triplet! 0.24! <1.58! (This!work)!
8! Fe(Por<ext)(CMeCOOEt)(Im)!e! Calculated! OSS! 0.23! <1.21! (This!work)!
9! Fe(Por<ext)(CMeCOOEt)(Im)!e! Calculated! CSS! 0.21! <1.22! (This!work)!














starting!material! is! indicative! of! a! short! Fe−C! bond.! Additionally,! the! quadrupole! splitting! lies!
between! the! values! typically! observed! for! Fe(IV)–oxo! species! (1<1.5!mm·s<1)! and! the! values!
typically!observed!for!Fe(IV)–hydroxo!species!(2<2.1!mm·s<1)!(64,65,66).!!Unlike!the!oxo!species,!
both! the! hydroxo! and! carbene! species! are! axially! dissymmetric! (dxz! and! dyz! are! no! longer!
equivalent)!and!therefore!are!expected!to!display!larger!quadrupole!splittings.!Thus,!based!on!its!


































To!demonstrate! the!catalytic! relevance!of! the!captured!carbene! species,!Mössbauer! samples!
were!prepared!under!conditions!similar!to!those!used!to!assay!the!activity!and!enantioselectivity!
of!Rma#TDE.!!The!same!buffer!system!and!co<solvent!were!used!for!both!the!biocatalytic!samples!










Table( S2.( Out-of-plane( heme( distortion( parameters( for( various( IPC( structures.(Normal<
Coordinate! Structural! Decomposition! (NCS)! quantitative! analysis! of! the! out<of<plane! heme!
deformations!using!vibrational!normal!coordinates!and!complete<basis,!as!proposed!by!Jentzen!
and!Shelnutt!(67),!and!implemented!in!the!online!script!by!Liptak!and!co<workers!(68).!The!out<
of<plane! normal! deformations! considered! are:! mean! deviation! out<of<plane! (Doop),! saddling!
















Rma#TDEa! 0.709( 0.162! 0.620!! 0.115! 0.037! 0.277! 0.016!
Carbene<bound!Rma#TDEb! 0.603( 0.243! 0.491! 0.164! 0.099! 0.162! 0.026!
DFT<optimized!model!
closed<shell!singlet!state! 0.572! 0.289! 0.373! 0.308! 0.048! 0.056! 0.070!
DFT<optimized!model!!
open<shell!singlet!state! 0.426! 0.001! 0.421! 0.062! 0.015! 0.009! 0.001!
DFT<optimized!model!!
triplet!state! 0.789! 0.010! 0.784! 0.078! 0.011! 0.018! 0.001!
QM/MM!optimized!!
closed<shell!singlet!state! 0.572! 0.289! 0.373! 0.308! 0.048! 0.056! 0.070!
QM/MM!optimized!!
open<shell!singlet!state! 0.586! 0.296! 0.396! 0.298! 0.051! 0.055! 0.071!
QM/MM!optimized!!
Triplet!state! 0.601! 0.325! 0.408! 0.282! 0.030! 0.069! 0.067!
Fe(TPFPP)(CPh2)(MeImz)b!















Rma# TDE,! as! the! saddling! deviation! of! the! triplet! is! much! lower! than! is! crystallographically!












the! different! optimized! species! in! terms! of! their! electronic! energy! (ΔE),! zero<point! corrected!
energy! (Δ(E+ZPE)),! enthalpy! (ΔH),! Gibbs! energy! (ΔG),! and! quasi<harmonic! corrected! Gibbs!
energy! (ΔG<qh)! is! reported.! Values! obtained! at! (U)B3LYP<D3(BJ)/Def2TZVP/PCM(diethyl!





IPC(1(electronic(state( ∆E( ∆(E+ZPE)( ∆H( ∆G( ∆G-qh(
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)! 0.8! 1.0! 0.9! 1.4! 1.0(
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0(






Although! different! DFT! functionals! were! tested! during! the! development! of! the! project! (see!














the!antiferromagnetically!coupled!biradical!OSS.!The!Fe–C!bond! length! is!1.97!Å! in! the! triplet!
state.!








system,! the! stabilization! of! the! radical! on! the! carbene! C! atom! in! the! OSS! is! mainly! due! to!
resonance!provided!by!the!substituting!methyl!group,!and!the!release!of!steric!clashes!between!








the! porphyrin! distortion,! as! discussed! in! Supporting! Table! S2,! and! clearly! evidenced! in! the!



































∆E( ∆Ga( ∆E( ∆Ga(
M06<L! 12.8! 11.6( 11.3! 10.1!
MN15<L! 15.1! 12.9( 15.5! 13.3!
B3LYP! 7.8! 5.8( 10.9! 8.9!











structures!of! a! truncated! IPC!1!model! in!an! (Fe,N)<bridged!mode.!Key!distances,!angles!and!
dihedrals!are!given!in!angstrom!(Å)!and!degrees!(°).!A!table!containing!the!relative!stabilities!of!
the! different! optimized! species! in! terms! of! their! electronic! energy! (ΔE),! zero<point! corrected!
energy! (Δ(E+ZPE)),! enthalpy! (ΔH),! Gibbs! energy! (ΔG),! and! quasi<harmonic! corrected! Gibbs!
energy! (ΔG<qh)! is! reported.! Values! obtained! at! (U)B3LYP<D3(BJ)/Def2TZVP/PCM(diethyl!





Carbene(mode( Electronic(state( ∆E( ∆(E+ZPE)( ∆H( ∆G( ∆G-qh(
end<on!
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)a!! 0.8! 1.0! 0.9! 1.4! 1.0(
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)a!! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0(
triplet!(3)a! 10.9! 10.6! 10.7! 9.5! 9.8(
(Fe,N)<bridged!
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)! 19.2! 20.0! 19.4! 21.4! 20.8(
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)! 14.7! 15.5! 14.9! 17.0! 16.3(
triplet!(3)! 11.3! 11.6! 11.3! 11.7! 11.4(











































































simulation( trajectories.! Molecular! Dynamics! (MD)! simulations! were! applied! to! study! the!
dynamic!behavior!of!the!IPC.!To!analyze!the!possible!conformations!explored!by!IPC!1!in!Rma!










–90°! corresponds! to! the! carbene! orientation! found! in! the! Rma! TDE! carbene<bound! crystal!
structure.! Our! simulations! revealed! that,! although! different! rotational! conformations! can! be!
explored!by!the!IPC!during!the!different!MD!simulations,!all!5!trajectories!converge!to!the!same!









until! the!end!of! the!simulation.!This! indicates! that! the! IPC! is!highly!stabilized! in! that!particular!
orientation.!This! is!clearly!exemplified!by! the! trajectory! in!replica!4!(plot!f),!where! the!carbene!
















































point! corrected! energy! (Δ(E+ZPE)),! enthalpy! (ΔH),! Gibbs! energy! (ΔG),! and! quasi<harmonic!
corrected! Gibbs! energy! (ΔG<qh)! is! reported.! Values! obtained! at! (U)B3LYP<





Electronic(state( ∆∆E( ∆∆(E+ZPE)( ∆∆H( ∆∆G( ∆∆G-qh(
TSSi<H<CSS!(closed<shell!singlet)! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0(























obtained! from! a! 1000! ns!MD! trajectory,! further! optimized! through!QM/MM! in! its! closed<shell!
singlet!state!(see!Figure!S10!for!QM/MM!modelling!details)!is!shown!in!orange.!From!there,!it!is!
observed! that! only! the! pro<R! face! of! the! carbene! is! accessible! for! the! silyl! substrate! (Figure!
S8.B.b),!while!the!pro<S!face!of!the!IPC!is!blocked!by!surrounding!protein!residues!and!extensive!
hydrophobic! contacts! in! this! region.! This! is! mainly! due! to! two! factors:! 1)! the! stabilized!
conformation!of!the!carbene!in!Rma!TDE,!as!described!in!Figure!S7k!and!2)!the!flexibility!of!the!
front! loop! that! can! easily! explore! an! “open”! conformation,! allowing! the! access! of! the! second!
substrate!to!the!IPC.!!














molecule.! DFT! optimized! structures! of! a! truncated! IPC! 1! model.! Key! distances,! angles! and!
dihedrals!are!given!in!angstrom!(Å)!and!degrees!(°).!A!table!containing!the!relative!stabilities!of!
the! different! optimized! species! in! terms! of! their! electronic! energy! (ΔE),! zero<point! corrected!
energy! (Δ(E+ZPE)),! enthalpy! (ΔH),! Gibbs! energy! (ΔG),! and! quasi<harmonic! corrected! Gibbs!
energy! (ΔG<qh)! is! reported.! Values! obtained! at! (U)B3LYP<D3(BJ)/Def2TZVP/PCM(diethyl!







electronic(state( ∆E( ∆(E+ZPE)( ∆H( ∆G( ∆G-qh(
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.1! 0.0(
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)! 1.8! 1.3! 1.6! 0.0! 1.0(







lower! in! energy! than! the! open<shell! singlet! (OSS)! by! 1! kcal·mol<1,! which! corresponds! to! the!
opposite!relative!stability!to!the!one!found!in!the!IPC!1!model!in!Figure!S5.!Both!singlet!states!are!
still!significantly!more!stable!that!the!triplet!state,!similar!to!the!IPC!1!model.!Although!the!small!












electronic(state( ∆E( ∆(E+ZPE)( ∆H( ∆G( ∆G-qh(
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)! <9.0! <6.7! -7.2( 2.2! 2.6!
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)! <6.5! <4.5! -4.7( 3.5! 4.6!






























from! MD! simulations! at! (U)B3LYP/Def2TZVP:AmberFF14Sb//(U)B3LYP/6<











IPC(1(electronic(state( ∆E( ∆(E+ZPE)( ∆H( ∆G( ∆G-qh(
closed<shell!singlet!(CSS)! 1.0! 1.1! 1.1! 1.1! 1.1(
open<shell!singlet!(OSS)! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0(








representative! snapshot! of! the! most! populated! cluster! characterized! from! MD! simulations!
(obtained!from!replica!0,!see!Figure!S7.B),!in!which!the!carbene!is!in!its!preferred!orientation,!i.e.!
the! crystal! structure<like! conformation! for! IPC! 1.! Taking! this! structure! from! MD,! IPC! 1! was!









The! large! destabilization! of! the! radical! triplet! state! comes! from! the! conformational! restraints!

















































B.( Separation( of( enzymatically-produced( ethyl( 2-(dimethylphenylsilyl)propanoate.( A!
representative!chiral!HPLC!trace!of!ethyl!2<(dimethylphenylsilyl)propanoate!produced!from!a!
reaction!catalyzed!by!Rma#TDE!shows!that!the!enzyme!produces!product!with!99%!ee.!!The!








Structure& E& ZPE& H& T·S& T·S@qh& G(T)& G(T)@qh& E&(SP)&
IPC!1!K!CSS!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.343369! 0.473668! K1683.837247! 0.094828! 0.088519! K1683.932076! K1683.925766! K2824.95294655!
IPC!1!K!OSS!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.346119! 0.473392! K1683.840144! 0.095579! 0.088700! K1683.935723! K1683.928844! K2824.95422900!
IPC!1!K!3!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.331005! 0.472852! K1683.825406! 0.097498! 0.090092! K1683.922903! K1683.915497! K2824.93686800!
& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
IPC!1!K!water!K!CSS!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1760.769157! 0.498466! K1760.235230! 0.101204! 0.094370! K1760.336434! K1760.329600! K2901.43551956!
IPC!1!K!water!K!OSS!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1760.769368! 0.497683! K1760.235706! 0.103987! 0.095269! K1760.339693! K1760.330975! K2901.43271300!
IPC!1!K!water!K!3!
DFT!truncated!model& K1760.754609! 0.497948! K1760.220928! 0.103899! 0.095696! K1760.324826! K1760.316620! K2901.41872400!
& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
(Fe,N)Kbridged!IPC!1!K!CSS!!
DFT!truncated!model!& K1684.317678! 0.474653! K1683.811316! 0.092427! 0.086484! K1683.903743! K1683.897801! K2824.92362120!
(Fe,N)Kbridged!IPC!1!K!OSS!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.322762! 0.474606! K1683.816449! 0.092284! 0.086491! K1683.908732! K1683.90294! K2824.93079848!
(Fe,N)Kbridged!IPC!1!K!3!!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.325620! 0.473901! K1683.819674! 0.094808! 0.088471! K1683.914483! K1683.908145! K2824.93626367!
(Fe,N)Kbridged!IPC!1!K!5!
DFT!truncated!model& K1684.328791! 0.472107! K1683.824072! 0.096878! 0.090288! K1683.92095! K1683.91436! K2824.93133613!
& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
TS!SiKH!insertion!K!CSS& K2285.914894! 0.648074! K2285.223626! 0.116937! 0.108566! K2285.340563! K2285.332192! K3426.74469549!
TS!SiKH!insertion!K!3& K2285.897188! 0.645349! K2285.207539! 0.123159! 0.111825! K2285.330699! K2285.319365! K3426.71997476!
& ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
QM/MM!IPC!1!K!CSS!! K2330.143247! 8.891718! K2320.682274! 1.145116! 1.071216! K2321.827390! K2321.753489! K3470.90714600!
QM/MM!IPC!1!K!OSS!! K2330.145407! 8.891570! K2320.684551! 1.145180! 1.071243! K2321.829732! K2321.755795! K3470.90878500!





DFT optimized truncated model structures: 
 
IPC 1 closed-shell singlet DFT truncated model 
 
 Fe   -0.29198100   0.01077800   -0.09863600 
 N   1.29834000   0.68867100   0.95872700 
 N   0.13789500   -1.87757600   0.48060000 
 N   -0.84213900   1.92464700   -0.48976800 
 N   -1.99915100   -0.64497100   -0.97053000 
 C   1.73703500   1.98607500   1.03402300 
 C   -0.51976600   -3.01860000   0.09860500 
 C   2.18569000   -0.05940400   1.68679300 
 C   1.17882100   -2.28353100   1.27364700 
 C   -0.11588400   3.05674600   -0.21708200 
 C   -2.37086800   -1.95227000   -1.15630200 
 C   -1.99051900   2.34574000   -1.10969100 
 C   -2.99281000   0.11893900   -1.52654700 
 C   2.93931500   2.06040400   1.83639500 
 C   0.12571100   -4.18209400   0.66900900 
 C   3.21416900   0.79085400   2.24758800 
 C   1.17521500   -3.72520800   1.40500500 
 C   -0.82319600   4.22848100   -0.68780300 
 C   -3.63399400   -2.01689000   -1.86037000 
 C   -1.99020600   3.78765800   -1.23458300 
 C   -4.02408300   -0.73135100   -2.08261300 
 H   3.47984200   2.97289900   2.05644100 
 H   -0.20160500   -5.20387600   0.52133000 
 H   4.02829800   0.44532000   2.87293600 
 H   1.89157400   -4.29399200   1.98497700 
 H   -0.46443200   5.24612700   -0.59357600 
 H   -4.14502500   -2.93322900   -2.12911700 
 H   -2.78591300   4.36849800   -1.68474900 
 H   -4.92034400   -0.37365900   -2.57446700 
 C   1.09591600   3.08748800   0.47052800 
 C   -1.67218000   -3.06076600   -0.68241700 
 C   -3.00245400   1.51104500   -1.57976700 
 C   2.12717000   -1.44187800   1.84872300 
 H   1.55855400   4.05946700   0.61715600 
 H   -2.08635500   -4.04034300   -0.90350400 
 H   -3.85726800   1.98456800   -2.05429100 
 H   2.90098900   -1.90507500   2.45433900 
 C   -1.43640200   1.20722900   2.60784600 
 C   -2.35535200   -0.72231900   2.29304100 
 C   -2.87331300   -0.23992100   3.46636200 
 N   -1.46077400   0.18799400   1.76685100 
 N   -2.27657800   0.99084700   3.65167800 
 H   -3.58836100   -0.64387100   4.16597600 
 H   -2.56144500   -1.65568700   1.79241500 
 H   -0.83821900   2.09863400   2.49822200 
 H   -2.43367800   1.62179600   4.42495400 
 C   0.63845100   -0.11678600   -1.62658500 
 C   1.97994500   -0.77304300   -1.71425700 
 O   2.11833900   -1.95771700   -1.96613000 
 O   3.00009700   0.08437500   -1.54049200 
 C   4.33539900   -0.48151700   -1.60691100 
 H   4.46661200   -0.95948800   -2.58257300 
 H   4.42078000   -1.25283100   -0.83574300 
 C   5.32037500   0.65067100   -1.38821500 
 H   6.34350300   0.26095800   -1.42702700 
 H   5.21445700   1.41759100   -2.16254800 
 H   5.16151400   1.11679000   -0.41080500 
 C   0.19914900   0.33518300   -2.98747400 
 H   0.92256800   1.06601400   -3.38300200 
 H   0.22257500   -0.51948200   -3.68116300 




IPC 1 open-shell singlet DFT truncated model 
 
 Fe   -0.30088100   0.01234900   -0.08738400 
 N   1.28049200   0.70708600   0.96635800 
 N   0.15132500   -1.86766500   0.49482700 
 N   -0.86363700   1.91461200   -0.49900800 
 N   -1.99111600   -0.66274900   -0.97119500 
 C   1.71057800   2.00831700   1.02933800 
 C   -0.48782700   -3.01713100   0.10572100 
 C   2.17347900   -0.02791900   1.70222900 
 C   1.19334000   -2.26164900   1.29372000 
 C   -0.14409400   3.05365100   -0.23689300 
 C   -2.34301900   -1.97524900   -1.16064100 
 C   -2.01198900   2.32326900   -1.12882100 
 C   -2.98979700   0.08747700   -1.53850200 
 C   2.91054100   2.09825300   1.83223300 
 C   0.16971400   -4.17192100   0.67800600 
 C   3.19374900   0.83474700   2.25638500 
 C   1.20794400   -3.70240200   1.42237600 
 C   -0.85559000   4.21547200   -0.72334500 
 C   -3.59779200   -2.05670900   -1.87619800 
 C   -2.01868000   3.76271300   -1.26908900 
 C   -4.00355300   -0.77656400   -2.10265900 
 H   3.44501600   3.01642800   2.04285600 
 H   -0.14195900   -5.19773500   0.52500700 
 H   4.01008500   0.50069200   2.88492600 
 H   1.92873200   -4.26252900   2.00510900 
 H   -0.50163400   5.23570700   -0.64038800 
 H   -4.09293000   -2.98005600   -2.15038400 
 H   -2.81513000   4.33411100   -1.72968000 
 H   -4.89920000   -0.43121500   -2.60416800 
 C   1.06443500   3.10020400   0.45456600 
 C   -1.63443300   -3.07483100   -0.68198800 
 C   -3.01522600   1.47848700   -1.59773000 
 C   2.12843100   -1.40915800   1.87312400 
 H   1.52071000   4.07634300   0.59210300 
 H   -2.03344000   -4.05955500   -0.90728600 
 H   -3.87097900   1.94116800   -2.08084600 
 H   2.90462600   -1.86170500   2.48343000 
 C   -1.47100800   1.20975000   2.60878700 
 C   -2.36578400   -0.73316400   2.29982700 
 C   -2.89343500   -0.25091700   3.46875100 
 N   -1.48052000   0.18579900   1.77296600 
 N   -2.31210300   0.98771100   3.65010400 
 H   -3.60611600   -0.65998600   4.16775000 
 H   -2.55882200   -1.67130000   1.80290100 
 H   -0.88311800   2.10769900   2.49681600 
 H   -2.47954300   1.62032400   4.41993500 
 C   0.66051900   -0.12296100   -1.64500800 
 C   2.00013600   -0.77482000   -1.71021800 
 O   2.16795800   -1.95965100   -1.94883400 
 O   3.01781200   0.09346300   -1.53073600 
 C   4.35426900   -0.46344500   -1.58673500 
 H   4.49675900   -0.94510700   -2.55932700 
 H   4.44270900   -1.23243000   -0.81308500 
 C   5.33262800   0.67491300   -1.36668400 
 H   6.35865200   0.29199900   -1.39899100 
 H   5.22581900   1.43910700   -2.14370700 
 H   5.16624100   1.14385900   -0.39177100 
 C   0.21157300   0.31812300   -3.00998500 
 H   0.92769500   1.04277000   -3.42981900 
 H   0.20678900   -0.54177600   -3.69829000 




IPC 1 triplet DFT truncated model 
 
 Fe   -0.28017000   -0.00047100   -0.01769300 
 N   0.49735800   0.75824500   1.66305900 
 N   0.11923500   -1.86386200   0.58449900 
 N   -0.84076700   1.86831800   -0.55237100 
 N   -1.21183600   -0.76659100   -1.63919900 
 C   0.71731200   2.08081500   1.96544800 
 C   -0.01309700   -3.02565700   -0.13585000 
 C   0.94915200   0.03728400   2.73801300 
 C   0.61967200   -2.22492200   1.80790700 
 C   -0.45849600   3.05162100   0.02886900 
! 47!
 C   -1.18379300   -2.06590600   -2.07955900 
 C   -1.65377600   2.20120600   -1.60667100 
 C   -1.97582200   -0.06999300   -2.54175800 
 C   1.34075000   2.19576200   3.26339100 
 C   0.43129400   -4.15229900   0.65193400 
 C   1.46478400   0.92946000   3.75084200 
 C   0.80285900   -3.65732400   1.86523600 
 C   -1.03916200   4.16542400   -0.68341800 
 C   -1.94173000   -2.19321800   -3.30230900 
 C   -1.79607600   3.63680500   -1.68663200 
 C   -2.44899000   -0.95870600   -3.57869300 
 H   1.62160200   3.13060100   3.73223300 
 H   0.43227400   -5.18041800   0.31215900 
 H   1.87860100   0.61026600   4.69932300 
 H   1.18323100   -4.19526400   2.72467600 
 H   -0.89188000   5.20712400   -0.42679700 
 H   -2.07424800   -3.11575000   -3.85357300 
 H   -2.39050800   4.15694800   -2.42755900 
 H   -3.07650700   -0.65835700   -4.40866600 
 C   0.30758800   3.15894200   1.18699000 
 C   -0.58456700   -3.12360100   -1.40049400 
 C   -2.21497400   1.30213100   -2.51066000 
 C   0.96134500   -1.35012800   2.83301500 
 H   0.54066000   4.15670400   1.54627000 
 H   -0.63232800   -4.10765200   -1.85682500 
 H   -2.84002500   1.71448900   -3.29717700 
 H   1.34289700   -1.78373900   3.75256800 
 C   -2.73522300   0.74464400   1.81576500 
 C   -3.06820100   -1.24074900   1.02162400 
 C   -4.15007400   -0.95710300   1.81170600 
 N   -2.19350800   -0.17282500   1.03211700 
 N   -3.92025900   0.31089000   2.30853800 
 H   -5.03574000   -1.52050900   2.06056900 
 H   -2.85633300   -2.13086400   0.44990900 
 H   -2.30841000   1.70922700   2.04306500 
 H   -4.52567700   0.82830400   2.93061100 
 C   1.38344500   0.21899000   -1.05159300 
 C   2.68682000   -0.14437700   -0.52165400 
 O   2.94041900   -0.77194800   0.50680900 
 O   3.72261500   0.29733600   -1.32761100 
 C   5.04535100   -0.04076700   -0.88814600 
 H   5.13670900   -1.13035800   -0.80900900 
 H   5.21514500   0.37240400   0.11286000 
 C   6.02618100   0.52879500   -1.89954400 
 H   7.05338800   0.29245300   -1.59977800 
 H   5.85193300   0.10561000   -2.89468700 
 H   5.92931700   1.61770100   -1.96739500 
 C   1.37679700   0.88300000   -2.40287000 
 H   1.72990300   1.92451400   -2.32879700 
 H   2.06256000   0.37932800   -3.09637000 




IPC 1 - water closed-shell singlet DFT 
truncated model 
 
Fe   0.43819   -0.01401   -0.09854 
N   1.85491   -1.27614   -0.81252 
N   -0.52550   -1.58210   0.74242 
N   1.52945   1.56296   -0.74428 
N   -0.86039   1.25403   0.80454 
C   3.03054   -0.93616   -1.43072 
C   -1.60612   -1.53531   1.58373 
C   1.81070   -2.64676   -0.80126 
C   -0.25588   -2.91120   0.53853 
C   2.73760   1.52360   -1.39022 
C   -1.88877   0.92240   1.64809 
C   1.17309   2.88727   -0.67272 
C   -0.88319   2.62018   0.68502 
C   3.75246   -2.12871   -1.82240 
C   -2.02983   -2.87634   1.92829 
C   2.99049   -3.19048   -1.44107 
C   -1.19900   -3.73041   1.26983 
C   3.15976   2.86376   -1.73866 
C   -2.58452   2.11603   2.07864 
C   2.18565   3.70870   -1.30126 
C   -1.96551   3.17085   1.47126 
H   4.71256   -2.13268   -2.32359 
H   -2.85451   -3.11234   2.58965 
H   3.19754   -4.24689   -1.55987 
H   -1.19850   -4.81340   1.27903 
H   4.08251   3.10623   -2.25123 
H   -3.42310   2.12985   2.76441 
H   2.14424   4.78817   -1.37833 
H   -2.19447   4.22609   1.55589 
C   3.45223   0.36539   -1.69183 
C   -2.23368   -0.37408   2.02438 
C   0.04154   3.38169   -0.02845 
C   0.81197   -3.41231   -0.20349 
H   4.40289   0.48762   -2.20297 
H   -3.07901   -0.48856   2.69678 
H   -0.10658   4.45765   -0.04155 
H   0.90521   -4.49234   -0.27243 
C   1.95396   1.17241   2.41966 
C   2.18068   -0.97602   2.45368 
C   2.84801   -0.50425   3.55344 
N   1.62742   0.07783   1.75432 
N   2.69315   0.86664   3.51595 
H   3.40213   -0.99963   4.33538 
H   2.06006   -1.99411   2.11737 
H   1.68123   2.17996   2.14604 
H   3.06214   1.52892   4.18375 
C   -0.49915   -0.06826   -1.62808 
C   -1.98199   0.11033   -1.67300 
O   -2.48007   1.19325   -1.96215 
O   -2.67705   -0.99783   -1.41921 
C   -4.13083   -0.89982   -1.48703 
H   -4.40560   -0.60370   -2.50455 
H   -4.45786   -0.11228   -0.80381 
C   -4.69191   -2.25929   -1.12089 
H   -5.78620   -2.22250   -1.15302 
H   -4.35177   -3.02757   -1.82296 
H   -4.38168   -2.54913   -0.11227 
C   0.04805   -0.18182   -3.01983 
H   -0.22827   -1.17001   -3.42417 
H   -0.42039   0.56187   -3.67991 
H   1.13114   -0.08310   -3.06269 
H   -4.03010   2.05153   -1.20336 
O   -4.68211   2.39870   -0.56571 




IPC 1 - water open-shell singlet DFT truncated 
model 
 
Fe   0.45854   0.00786   -0.05974 
N   1.48883   -1.40440   -1.08050 
N   -0.58274   -1.43655   0.89621 
N   1.64327   1.43449   -0.86970 
N   -0.43346   1.40071   1.10215 
C   2.55906   -1.21142   -1.91696 
C   -1.48968   -1.27328   1.91073 
C   1.22445   -2.75099   -1.10122 
C   -0.56559   -2.77763   0.60932 
C   2.69213   1.25208   -1.73522 
C   -1.36341   1.18992   2.08823 
C   1.52474   2.78972   -0.69076 
C   -0.27489   2.76064   1.01058 
C   2.98340   -2.47267   -2.48332 
C   -2.05603   -2.55060   2.28522 
C   2.14948   -3.42699   -1.98430 
C   -1.48853   -3.48364   1.47101 
C   3.25393   2.52997   -2.11368 
C   -1.79891   2.45261   2.64239 
C   2.52393   3.48457   -1.47266 
C   -1.12977   3.42764   1.96775 
H   3.81095   -2.59278   -3.17154 
H   -2.78843   -2.69476   3.06991 
H   2.15339   -4.49307   -2.17496 
H   -1.65621   -4.55342   1.45061 
! 48!
H   4.09386   2.66027   -2.78484 
H   -2.52624   2.55952   3.43760 
H   2.64236   4.56054   -1.50647 
H   -1.19106   4.50115   2.09679 
C   3.13651   0.02117   -2.21107 
C   -1.84634   -0.05474   2.48205 
C   0.61865   3.41254   0.16446 
C   0.25349   -3.39129   -0.33487 
H   3.98004   0.02609   -2.89523 
H   -2.58357   -0.07422   3.27939 
H   0.63892   4.49772   0.20464 
H   0.15868   -4.46707   -0.45064 
C   2.46530   0.78515   2.26846 
C   2.60409   -1.34893   1.95396 
C   3.48230   -1.05314   2.96310 
N   1.97581   -0.19533   1.52908 
N   3.38137   0.31059   3.14939 
H   4.14931   -1.66631   3.54867 
H   2.38012   -2.30468   1.50620 
H   2.18873   1.82565   2.19677 
H   3.89506   0.86204   3.82234 
C   -0.78867   0.18119   -1.40232 
C   -2.23958   0.37434   -1.12695 
O   -2.76212   1.48304   -1.06538 
O   -2.91604   -0.77529   -1.00199 
C   -4.33363   -0.69215   -0.68625 
H   -4.82083   -0.01222   -1.38920 
H   -4.42832   -0.26734   0.31843 
C   -4.89572   -2.09871   -0.75849 
H   -5.96221   -2.08049   -0.50888 
H   -4.78566   -2.51299   -1.76618 
H   -4.38351   -2.75910   -0.05167 
C   -0.50890   0.23160   -2.87866 
H   -1.01056   -0.60738   -3.38796 
H   -0.92932   1.15160   -3.31367 
H   0.55480   0.18839   -3.10872 
H   -4.50160   2.14675   -1.44407 
O   -5.36120   2.39249   -1.83936 




IPC 1 - water triplet DFT truncated model 
 
 Fe   0.43970400   -0.00116800   -0.03718100 
 N   1.41041600   -1.06112600   -1.45472600 
 N   -0.52508900   -1.67109600   0.49057500 
 N   1.55416300   1.63043400   -0.45849700 
 N   -0.40125600   1.01336400   1.46795800 
 C   2.48023100   -0.63071700   -2.19909300 
 C   -1.27940500   -1.84099500   1.62151300 
 C   1.11806700   -2.32700300   -1.89525000 
 C   -0.57577000   -2.86350600   -0.18971600 
 C   2.59923300   1.69119800   -1.34515500 
 C   -1.18617800   0.48139900   2.45851000 
 C   1.38592900   2.90217100   0.02880600 
 C   -0.32721600   2.36395600   1.71664300 
 C   2.87794300   -1.65983300   -3.13278700 
 C   -1.81980900   -3.18117900   1.66024900 
 C   2.02000000   -2.70440800   -2.95808900 
 C   -1.40425000   -3.80762100   0.52405800 
 C   3.11516300   3.03963600   -1.40838600 
 C   -1.62382700   1.52527300   3.35660800 
 C   2.34955900   3.79518800   -0.57096900 
 C   -1.11015700   2.69581500   2.88358100 
 H   3.70004000   -1.57313400   -3.83227100 
 H   -2.44599800   -3.57024800   2.45347400 
 H   1.99935300   -3.65441500   -3.47714100 
 H   -1.60852200   -4.81947900   0.19714000 
 H   3.94537800   3.35355100   -2.02880300 
 H   -2.25230000   1.36817100   4.22443700 
 H   2.42762400   4.85364000   -0.35644200 
 H   -1.22277000   3.69417200   3.28730800 
 C   3.06035800   0.63362500   -2.12532100 
 C   -1.55170200   -0.85697000   2.56633200 
 C   0.47466200   3.26181700   1.01903100 
 C   0.15389200   -3.16194700   -1.33585400 
 H   3.90133500   0.83234000   -2.78298600 
 H   -2.16115400   -1.14006200   3.41928300 
 H   0.44257500   4.30458100   1.31952500 
 H   0.02309300   -4.14613900   -1.77514000 
 C   2.64866600   0.19028500   2.19582400 
 C   2.56170900   -1.86134100   1.51101000 
 C   3.52895800   -1.82029100   2.47925100 
 N   2.02036300   -0.60240200   1.34325000 
 N   3.56970300   -0.50658800   2.90326200 
 H   4.17394100   -2.57883000   2.89429500 
 H   2.21787100   -2.70033100   0.92634100 
 H   2.46723100   1.24609900   2.32414600 
 H   4.17843400   -0.12698400   3.61512500 
 C   -0.89017000   0.61091100   -1.36684600 
 C   -2.31926300   0.79597800   -1.16413100 
 O   -2.99315100   1.59139700   -1.84463800 
 O   -2.90645800   0.04393500   -0.20012000 
 C   -4.32409400   0.25424100   -0.01526100 
 H   -4.83100100   0.17287100   -0.98045700 
 H   -4.48323400   1.27377600   0.35508500 
 C   -4.83872800   -0.78009500   0.96897000 
 H   -5.92072400   -0.65694300   1.09190800 
 H   -4.64536000   -1.79487800   0.60600700 
 H   -4.36336500   -0.66846700   1.94761200 
 C   -0.42326300   1.19238300   -2.67691200 
 H   0.48134700   0.70607100   -3.04271500 
 H   -1.20274300   1.11996400   -3.44425000 
 H   -0.19008900   2.26359100   -2.56979200 
 H   -4.59298400   1.36433000   -2.75313300 
 O   -5.37877000   1.07005200   -3.25954200 




TS Si-H carbene insertion closed-shell singlet 
 
Fe   0.78460   0.50830   0.07990 
N   2.12590   -0.60370   1.14410 
N   -0.43880   0.52960   1.68110 
N   2.13260   0.67550   -1.43760 
N   -0.45340   1.77230   -0.91180 
C   3.38860   -0.96480   0.74790 
C   -1.61130   1.23390   1.79980 
C   1.96900   -1.10050   2.41280 
C   -0.24080   -0.08790   2.89150 
C   3.39150   0.13280   -1.47860 
C   -1.64740   2.26680   -0.45570 
C   1.97370   1.36120   -2.61530 
C   -0.27260   2.30800   -2.16220 
C   4.03950   -1.73500   1.78780 
C   -2.17150   1.05490   3.12290 
C   3.15510   -1.82240   2.82090 
C   -1.32060   0.23360   3.80040 
C   4.04320   0.47400   -2.72650 
C   -2.25560   3.11760   -1.45800 
C   3.16160   1.23250   -3.43440 
C   -1.40170   3.14290   -2.51840 
H   5.04330   -2.13750   1.72350 
H   -3.09060   1.51010   3.47140 
H   3.28290   -2.31250   3.77850 
H   -1.39790   -0.12560   4.81960 
H   5.04470   0.16840   -3.00430 
H   -3.20560   3.62510   -1.34380 
H   3.28970   1.68080   -4.41220 
H   -1.50410   3.67850   -3.45450 
C   3.97850   -0.62580   -0.46850 
C   -2.18560   2.02290   0.80510 
C   0.84970   2.10930   -2.96460 
C   0.86020   -0.87440   3.22570 
H   4.99170   -0.97840   -0.64180 
H   -3.13490   2.49650   1.03770 
H   0.86260   2.60180   -3.93310 
H   0.87450   -1.31120   4.22050 
C   2.16880   2.39260   2.16790 
C   2.02860   3.45170   0.28980 
! 49!
C   2.62970   4.31280   1.16940 
N   1.74500   2.25680   0.92250 
N   2.71050   3.62170   2.36160 
H   2.99690   5.32160   1.06270 
H   1.78180   3.60530   -0.74880 
H   2.10080   1.64240   2.94010 
H   3.10320   3.96440   3.22690 
C   0.02280   -1.04950   -0.78740 
C   0.57990   -2.40160   -0.41920 
O   0.23770   -3.11880   0.50730 
O   1.55350   -2.75270   -1.28870 
C   2.26060   -3.98260   -1.00100 
H   1.53350   -4.79610   -0.91840 
H   2.76290   -3.87530   -0.03500 
C   3.24770   -4.21580   -2.12940 
H   3.80840   -5.13870   -1.94420 
H   2.73030   -4.31410   -3.08950 
H   3.95790   -3.38620   -2.20160 
C   -0.44340   -1.01500   -2.23250 
H   -0.86290   -1.96260   -2.58990 
H   -1.16210   -0.21050   -2.39540 
H   0.43500   -0.79490   -2.84970 
Si   -2.71160   -2.07860   0.14430 
C   -4.13490   -0.92320   -0.30040 
C   -4.98820   -0.40230   0.69130 
C   -4.40080   -0.57220   -1.63890 
C   -6.06190   0.42870   0.36280 
H   -4.81580   -0.64720   1.73610 
C   -5.46680   0.26480   -1.97310 
H   -3.76940   -0.95580   -2.43720 
C   -6.30180   0.76640   -0.97110 
H   -6.71010   0.81200   1.14690 
H   -5.64830   0.52210   -3.01340 
H   -7.13540   1.41440   -1.22910 
H   -1.37150   -1.27440   -0.11660 
C   -2.71870   -3.57460   -1.00790 
H   -2.74630   -3.30010   -2.06750 
H   -1.84010   -4.20250   -0.83300 
H   -3.61380   -4.17480   -0.79960 
C   -2.76070   -2.60660   1.94660 
H   -1.87550   -3.21080   2.16420 
H   -2.76340   -1.75130   2.62810 




TS Si-H carbene insertion triplet 
 
 Fe   -0.93053700   -0.52026400   0.04911100 
 N   -2.54479200   0.55838800   0.60705200 
 N   -0.16209400   -0.38486600   1.90838900 
 N   -1.80329400   -0.81451300   -1.75302200 
 N   0.60415200   -1.72427100   -0.46748700 
 C   -3.61098200   0.94374800   -0.17111400 
 C   1.02672400   -0.89905000   2.36197900 
 C   -2.78873600   1.05855800   1.86298400 
 C   -0.74330400   0.23630200   2.98369500 
 C   -2.96329500   -0.25222500   -2.22827700 
 C   1.71066600   -2.03762500   0.28246700 
 C   -1.32061300   -1.60514000   -2.76587200 
 C   0.75761900   -2.37855400   -1.66422500 
 C   -4.54217200   1.72246800   0.60967500 
 C   1.20063500   -0.59556300   3.76415200 
 C   -4.03570000   1.78618500   1.87405200 
 C   0.09860100   0.10530300   4.15077200 
 C   -3.21645600   -0.69520700   -3.57906400 
 C   2.59592400   -2.89778100   -0.46685400 
 C   -2.20095800   -1.54179800   -3.90947600 
 C   2.00029100   -3.11626300   -1.67219000 
 H   -5.46401000   2.14482200   0.22945900 
 H   2.05476600   -0.89428700   4.35907800 
 H   -4.45438700   2.27662000   2.74407200 
 H   -0.13757800   0.50594800   5.12870300 
 H   -4.06787400   -0.39578000   -4.17746800 
 H   3.54381200   -3.27329600   -0.10329600 
 H   -2.04474500   -2.07772700   -4.83750400 
 H   2.35646600   -3.71416700   -2.50190000 
 C   -3.80344900   0.58603900   -1.50157000 
 C   1.92116900   -1.64471100   1.60042800 
 C   -0.14090300   -2.34258000   -2.72652500 
 C   -1.96622500   0.89817500   2.97240800 
 H   -4.69448500   0.95806900   -1.99831700 
 H   2.83549900   -1.97748000   2.08163000 
 H   0.11298200   -2.91970900   -3.61076800 
 H   -2.29671000   1.34729900   3.90420300 
 C   -3.27052300   -2.61766200   0.50315000 
 C   -1.49424800   -3.37599300   1.47806200 
 C   -2.47695500   -4.30465100   1.69536900 
 N   -2.00042200   -2.32893300   0.73370300 
 N   -3.60056000   -3.80463800   1.06747500 
 H   -2.48327200   -5.24639300   2.22156100 
 H   -0.46517600   -3.38564400   1.80187600 
 H   -3.96363100   -2.00677400   -0.05428000 
 H   -4.51063200   -4.24264000   1.03268400 
 C   0.08144400   1.12433400   -0.63093600 
 C   -0.45121900   2.41648400   -0.12034300 
 O   -0.24269900   2.89703400   0.98661400 
 O   -1.19143400   3.09298300   -1.04980300 
 C   -1.74967500   4.35394100   -0.63053300 
 H   -0.93762900   5.02442400   -0.32882500 
 H   -2.38767700   4.18883500   0.24365400 
 C   -2.53801000   4.91688200   -1.79992700 
 H   -2.97807500   5.88182100   -1.52424400 
 H   -1.89231600   5.06920900   -2.67126400 
 H   -3.34769000   4.23692400   -2.08519800 
 C   0.41948300   1.15020200   -2.11492700 
 H   1.03686200   2.02478800   -2.36324000 
 H   0.97560200   0.25443100   -2.40423100 
 H   -0.47755800   1.20908400   -2.73979800 
 Si   2.97299700   1.85213300   0.33704000 
 C   4.40389900   0.74406900   -0.22650400 
 C   5.24976700   0.09360100   0.69406800 
 C   4.65171700   0.51813700   -1.59631800 
 C   6.29116500   -0.73715600   0.27215400 
 H   5.10017700   0.24243800   1.76104100 
 C   5.68898600   -0.31105100   -2.02629200 
 H   4.02301600   0.99758400   -2.34430300 
 C   6.51421500   -0.94309300   -1.09146000 
 H   6.93160200   -1.21927000   1.00733300 
 H   5.85578900   -0.46317800   -3.09010900 
 H   7.32420300   -1.58784200   -1.42321900 
 H   1.47355900   1.19279300   -0.02735000 
 C   3.05049700   3.48671900   -0.63404700 
 H   3.05740500   3.32881800   -1.71858000 
 H   2.18467600   4.11378900   -0.39213200 
 H   3.95659100   4.04937000   -0.37428600 
 C   3.13498600   2.24284400   2.18425900 
 H   2.29789900   2.88034400   2.48802400 
 H   3.09980100   1.34264900   2.80579600 




(Fe,N)-bridged IPC 1 closed-shell singlet 
 
Fe   0.48703   0.04361   -0.07056 
N   1.70926   1.27343   -1.03210 
N   1.63090   -1.53994   -0.59330 
N   -0.68510   1.59093   0.49651 
N   -1.13158   -1.30663   0.40866 
C   1.61960   2.64139   -1.09604 
C   1.40589   -2.86126   -0.32211 
C   2.87118   0.94695   -1.68709 
C   2.82603   -1.49683   -1.27408 
C   -0.43830   2.92260   0.25791 
C   -0.87244   -2.68375   0.67554 
C   -1.85251   1.55151   1.20791 
C   -2.13915   -0.91621   1.33873 
C   2.73110   3.18931   -1.84632 
C   2.50536   -3.67473   -0.80061 
C   3.50926   2.13611   -2.21394 
C   3.38551   -2.82609   -1.40025 
! 50!
C   -1.46333   3.74424   0.86507 
C   -1.85030   -3.15155   1.60116 
C   -2.33991   2.89207   1.46440 
C   -2.60819   -2.08314   2.00667 
H   2.88088   4.24290   -2.04716 
H   2.56620   -4.75174   -0.70388 
H   4.43241   2.14249   -2.78015 
H   4.32097   -3.06097   -1.89280 
H   -1.49735   4.82577   0.82020 
H   -1.88345   -4.16372   1.98465 
H   -3.24422   3.12828   2.01176 
H   -3.37331   -2.07368   2.77292 
C   0.62765   3.40894   -0.48773 
C   0.25317   -3.38279   0.28679 
C   -2.49663   0.38166   1.64051 
C   3.39650   -0.34004   -1.79236 
H   0.69374   4.48652   -0.61185 
H   0.26335   -4.44312   0.52444 
H   -3.34718   0.50472   2.30532 
H   4.33650   -0.44706   -2.32708 
C   1.13590   0.73898   2.85620 
C   2.89892   -0.13770   1.96152 
C   3.22022   0.12061   3.26743 
N   1.59533   0.25234   1.71305 
N   2.08608   0.67628   3.82213 
H   4.12377   -0.03321   3.83645 
H   3.50985   -0.57031   1.18535 
H   0.14684   1.13850   3.01632 
H   1.97682   0.98472   4.77789 
C   -1.03384   -0.72435   -1.04354 
C   -2.22870   0.10567   -1.46813 
O   -2.14453   1.06510   -2.21385 
O   -3.42998   -0.41313   -1.10622 
C   -4.59983   0.30445   -1.55549 
H   -4.59186   0.34704   -2.64934 
H   -4.54852   1.33224   -1.18144 
C   -5.81928   -0.42948   -1.02788 
H   -6.73118   0.08396   -1.35203 
H   -5.85074   -1.45722   -1.40463 
H   -5.81282   -0.46324   0.06658 
C   -0.97267   -1.80388   -2.13692 
H   -1.00988   -1.28226   -3.09969 
H   -0.05758   -2.39052   -2.12878 




(Fe,N)-bridged IPC 1 open-shell singlet 
 
Fe   0.49318   0.08585   -0.07898 
N   1.55744   1.51182   -0.91197 
N   1.83246   -1.30766   -0.71197 
N   -0.83211   1.46930   0.62390 
N   -0.92205   -1.40855   0.24262 
C   1.27114   2.86982   -0.93555 
C   1.75905   -2.67038   -0.54933 
C   2.76044   1.37285   -1.58527 
C   3.03991   -1.06917   -1.32158 
C   -0.76203   2.83329   0.47041 
C   -0.55999   -2.81532   0.34270 
C   -1.94481   1.23635   1.39108 
C   -1.99224   -1.23945   1.21626 
C   2.29227   3.57916   -1.67547 
C   2.95207   -3.29879   -1.02534 
C   3.21059   2.66021   -2.07049 
C   3.75581   -2.29568   -1.51444 
C   -1.82829   3.47164   1.18074 
C   -1.57187   -3.47662   1.11308 
C   -2.56517   2.46760   1.76747 
C   -2.41020   -2.54240   1.64037 
H   2.29137   4.64865   -1.84635 
H   3.14127   -4.36527   -1.01178 
H   4.12131   2.81585   -2.63563 
H   4.73227   -2.37998   -1.97497 
H   -1.99752   4.54065   1.21939 
H   -1.56803   -4.54151   1.31048 
H   -3.45842   2.55552   2.37380 
H   -3.21980   -2.70748   2.34032 
C   0.21830   3.48660   -0.28938 
C   0.63522   -3.35580   -0.03442 
C   -2.43558   -0.05108   1.71195 
C   3.46839   0.19651   -1.74536 
H   0.14824   4.56759   -0.37061 
H   0.73835   -4.42943   0.10071 
H   -3.27179   -0.10002   2.40451 
H   4.42163   0.25400   -2.26283 
C   1.24745   0.99492   2.78319 
C   2.37051   -0.80173   2.32909 
C   2.75897   -0.41066   3.58172 
N   1.42477   0.08131   1.83869 
N   2.03533   0.73332   3.85184 
H   3.46209   -0.82697   4.28588 
H   2.70074   -1.64680   1.74662 
H   0.57661   1.83688   2.72390 
H   2.08436   1.28660   4.69619 
C   -0.94941   -0.73653   -1.10379 
C   -2.17004   0.08762   -1.47395 
O   -2.11144   1.09585   -2.15176 
O   -3.33809   -0.50572   -1.15002 
C   -4.54318   0.19039   -1.55024 
H   -4.53290   0.31428   -2.63750 
H   -4.53599   1.18664   -1.09713 
C   -5.72558   -0.63815   -1.08394 
H   -6.65945   -0.14328   -1.37193 
H   -5.70970   -1.63425   -1.53830 
H   -5.71783   -0.75354   0.00471 
C   -0.71794   -1.62737   -2.32878 
H   -0.68888   -0.97582   -3.20760 
H   0.21266   -2.18552   -2.30008 




(Fe,N)-bridged IPC 1 triplet 
 
 Fe   0.54219400   0.17366300   -0.18314500 
 N   1.91645500   1.57165900   -0.70333800 
 N   1.67305200   -1.28717000   -0.90755100 
 N   -0.64995000   1.53723500   0.60782100 
 N   -1.33001500   -1.48059900   0.02597300 
 C   1.78776100   2.92426700   -0.54543800 
 C   1.44232400   -2.64926900   -0.84115600 
 C   3.08426600   1.35384800   -1.38099900 
 C   2.91839000   -1.13192400   -1.47780600 
 C   -0.39768300   2.89017000   0.65699200 
 C   -0.87145200   -2.78659300   0.18934500 
 C   -1.84001500   1.33545500   1.28131400 
 C   -2.15856200   -1.16991000   1.10145600 
 C   2.92223900   3.59366800   -1.14273500 
 C   2.59058300   -3.36318800   -1.37187200 
 C   3.72832800   2.61825800   -1.66125000 
 C   3.49037200   -2.42971700   -1.78173900 
 C   -1.45620500   3.56360800   1.38309700 
 C   -1.64272800   -3.37636900   1.24777500 
 C   -2.33489700   2.60541100   1.78314300 
 C   -2.42100800   -2.39335300   1.80281300 
 H   3.07426000   4.66597700   -1.16313300 
 H   2.66656000   -4.44189300   -1.43522100 
 H   4.66677700   2.73760400   -2.18879700 
 H   4.45899500   -2.58510300   -2.24048900 
 H   -1.50062400   4.63138700   1.55891900 
 H   -1.50488700   -4.38906700   1.60400700 
 H   -3.25061200   2.72773900   2.34868500 
 H   -3.03987600   -2.46232500   2.68805600 
 C   0.71598500   3.53372200   0.11579000 
 C   0.31724300   -3.31168700   -0.32879200 
 C   -2.48282600   0.11643800   1.54081200 
 C   3.56233800   0.08272000   -1.71690900 
 H   0.74801200   4.61532800   0.21561600 
 H   0.43060100   -4.38716300   -0.21335300 
 H   -3.29377600   0.16648100   2.26361400 
 H   4.52879400   0.03212800   -2.21111900 
! 51!
 C   0.96439900   0.30582100   2.98469100 
 C   2.27593400   -1.23285500   2.21995800 
 C   2.54894800   -1.12775900   3.55750800 
 N   1.28336400   -0.33529100   1.87035500 
 N   1.70343000   -0.14309000   4.02777100 
 H   3.24460600   -1.64397100   4.20049600 
 H   2.72169900   -1.88635800   1.48687800 
 H   0.22245000   1.08374000   3.07230600 
 H   1.64671300   0.19216200   4.97947800 
 C   -1.07821600   -0.63027800   -1.15315400 
 C   -2.22655500   0.29724100   -1.50691300 
 O   -2.08503300   1.33704600   -2.12647800 
 O   -3.45514400   -0.21163600   -1.23953800 
 C   -4.58314100   0.60449100   -1.62326700 
 H   -4.54334400   0.78087200   -2.70284900 
 H   -4.50131600   1.57511400   -1.12319700 
 C   -5.84411200   -0.13657800   -1.21737500 
 H   -6.72575800   0.45168300   -1.49464700 
 H   -5.90642500   -1.10753700   -1.71980300 
 H   -5.86786300   -0.30534600   -0.13574900 
 C   -0.92981100   -1.43384600   -2.46477500 
 H   -0.88057400   -0.71640800   -3.28900500 
 H   -0.03461200   -2.04666600   -2.51835700 




(Fe,N)-bridged IPC 1 quintet 
 
Fe   0.53398   0.19921   -0.13328 
N   1.67833   1.80431   -0.66159 
N   1.95303   -1.13526   -0.88157 
N   -0.96357   1.44777   0.61405 
N   -1.09568   -1.64619   -0.10938 
C   1.34176   3.12117   -0.49833 
C   1.89513   -2.50218   -0.89180 
C   2.90682   1.74949   -1.26210 
C   3.16574   -0.76235   -1.39485 
C   -0.89244   2.81460   0.64350 
C   -0.43920   -2.87879   0.07121 
C   -2.12131   1.07371   1.23862 
C   -1.97327   -1.45600   0.97514 
C   2.41029   3.94879   -1.02910 
C   3.14234   -3.02794   -1.41524 
C   3.37594   3.10331   -1.49841 
C   3.92518   -1.95241   -1.73307 
C   -2.06283   3.33608   1.32358 
C   -1.14493   -3.57540   1.11797 
C   -2.81641   2.25825   1.70371 
C   -2.05785   -2.71833   1.66289 
H   2.41578   5.03205   -1.03716 
H   3.37747   -4.07879   -1.53457 
H   4.31919   3.36547   -1.96221 
H   4.91816   -1.95874   -2.16610 
H   -2.27929   4.38586   1.48090 
H   -0.86734   -4.55787   1.47740 
H   -3.76017   2.26315   2.23601 
H   -2.66888   -2.88004   2.54166 
C   0.16463   3.57933   0.11536 
C   0.81429   -3.27464   -0.41359 
C   -2.51980   -0.26200   1.45612 
C   3.59558   0.56576   -1.57495 
H   0.05884   4.65823   0.19818 
H   1.02651   -4.33368   -0.28202 
H   -3.32278   -0.39775   2.17768 
H   4.57862   0.69026   -2.02229 
C   0.82421   0.40517   3.07791 
C   2.27420   -1.04870   2.39767 
C   2.46712   -0.91751   3.74703 
N   1.24484   -0.22081   1.98914 
N   1.53460   0.01206   4.16233 
H   3.15867   -1.38323   4.43162 
H   2.79839   -1.67491   1.69260 
H   0.02753   1.13181   3.11544 
H   1.40585   0.34813   5.10684 
C   -0.98498   -0.81934   -1.31455 
C   -2.18418   -0.01237   -1.70090 
O   -2.12145   0.94206   -2.46323 
O   -3.37633   -0.48407   -1.25745 
C   -4.54229   0.28734   -1.61790 
H   -4.59700   0.36135   -2.70828 
H   -4.43079   1.30094   -1.21900 
C   -5.75596   -0.41724   -1.03912 
H   -6.66515   0.13602   -1.29923 
H   -5.84584   -1.43318   -1.43798 
H   -5.69007   -0.47934   0.05205 
C   -0.60069   -1.59237   -2.58423 
H   -0.75902   -0.92597   -3.43549 
H   0.43639   -1.91841   -2.61914 





QM/MM optimized structures (only QM-region 
atoms): 
 
IPC 1 Rma TDE closed-shell singlet (QM-region 
atoms only) 
 
   C   39.499402   28.967232   30.655753 
   C   38.635442   29.044470   31.712278 
   N   39.361884   27.686363   30.151462 
   C   38.416891   27.054985   30.897981 
   N   37.965431   27.850746   31.846483 
   H   39.821352   27.304008   29.329581 
   H   38.445929   29.872439   32.379099 
   H   38.072922   26.052034   30.704353 
   Fe   36.282989   27.421716   33.179508 
   C   34.195300   24.023195   29.153469 
   C   37.830592   21.956282   32.664369 
   N   35.342721   26.710408   31.538300 
   C   34.956213   23.939626   27.822010 
   C   36.925084   20.997916   33.486356 
   N   35.616495   29.314226   32.755026 
   C   34.419419   22.788407   26.911481 
   C   37.337994   20.939903   34.989272 
   N   37.144853   25.600879   33.431167 
   C   36.017718   24.350943   31.666095 
   C   34.347702   28.794916   30.720282 
   C   36.632465   30.514537   34.622277 
   C   38.721798   26.187722   35.207359 
   C   35.304765   25.408040   31.104622 
   C   34.857759   29.674985   31.677727 
   C   37.390099   29.469567   35.151369 
   C   38.187657   25.316240   34.270786 
   O   35.179374   22.441314   25.974991 
   O   36.612545   21.624100   35.781231 
   C   34.458608   25.279590   29.920923 
   C   34.609931   31.097515   31.690425 
   C   38.347647   29.619236   36.227470 
   C   38.644691   23.957586   34.078407 
   O   33.273339   22.347075   27.180662 
   O   38.351884   20.274940   35.286172 
   C   33.994617   26.542027   29.664520 
   C   35.214089   31.597807   32.817911 
   C   38.931094   28.392261   36.412159 
   C   37.829756   23.383066   33.146871 
   C   34.554032   27.420876   30.664430 
   C   35.845161   30.463473   33.471175 
   C   38.337193   27.508598   35.426603 
   C   36.914121   24.447742   32.725872 
   N   37.407431   28.182361   34.681804 
   H   35.880789   21.318142   33.395993 
   H   37.019902   19.998215   33.041851 
   H   34.838058   24.883309   27.269757 
   H   36.031329   23.803200   27.970768 
   H   37.532609   21.916581   31.608520 
   H   38.851877   21.564501   32.710086 
   H   34.425746   23.140870   29.760463 
   H   33.135255   23.919207   28.897664 
   H   39.488964   25.773469   35.848019 
! 52!
   H   36.712292   31.466685   35.135539 
   H   33.725755   29.230622   29.943177 
   H   35.909285   23.380329   31.197258 
   C   34.845160   27.052959   34.238425 
   C   34.833852   25.883156   35.158173 
   O   35.303312   25.879533   36.288157 
   O   34.183369   24.861022   34.588931 
   C   34.118047   23.576581   35.272390 
   C   33.154126   22.731290   34.461444 
   C   33.546444   27.812125   34.235861 
   H   33.777705   23.741730   36.299561 
   H   35.112929   23.117642   35.307647 
   H   33.439282   22.751100   33.404793 
   H   33.199132   21.691756   34.796019 
   H   32.121360   23.091900   34.545378 
   H   33.185206   27.946930   33.209628 
   H   32.757802   27.323814   34.824573 
   H   33.706777   28.821924   34.636147 
   O   37.416051   23.837412   37.154098 
   H   37.185273   23.005725   36.674758 




IPC 1 Rma TDE open-shell singlet (QM-region 
atoms only) 
 
   C   39.499402   28.967232   30.655753 
   C   38.635442   29.044470   31.712278 
   N   39.361884   27.686363   30.151462 
   C   38.416891   27.054985   30.897981 
   N   37.965431   27.850746   31.846483 
   H   39.821352   27.304008   29.329581 
   H   38.445929   29.872439   32.379099 
   H   38.072922   26.052034   30.704353 
   Fe   36.282989   27.421716   33.179508 
   C   34.195300   24.023195   29.153469 
   C   37.830592   21.956282   32.664369 
   N   35.342721   26.710408   31.538300 
   C   34.956213   23.939626   27.822010 
   C   36.925084   20.997916   33.486356 
   N   35.616495   29.314226   32.755026 
   C   34.419419   22.788407   26.911481 
   C   37.337994   20.939903   34.989272 
   N   37.144853   25.600879   33.431167 
   C   36.017718   24.350943   31.666095 
   C   34.347702   28.794916   30.720282 
   C   36.632465   30.514537   34.622277 
   C   38.721798   26.187722   35.207359 
   C   35.304765   25.408040   31.104622 
   C   34.857759   29.674985   31.677727 
   C   37.390099   29.469567   35.151369 
   C   38.187657   25.316240   34.270786 
   O   35.179374   22.441314   25.974991 
   O   36.612545   21.624100   35.781231 
   C   34.458608   25.279590   29.920923 
   C   34.609931   31.097515   31.690425 
   C   38.347647   29.619236   36.227470 
   C   38.644691   23.957586   34.078407 
   O   33.273339   22.347075   27.180662 
   O   38.351884   20.274940   35.286172 
   C   33.994617   26.542027   29.664520 
   C   35.214089   31.597807   32.817911 
   C   38.931094   28.392261   36.412159 
   C   37.829756   23.383066   33.146871 
   C   34.554032   27.420876   30.664430 
   C   35.845161   30.463473   33.471175 
   C   38.337193   27.508598   35.426603 
   C   36.914121   24.447742   32.725872 
   N   37.407431   28.182361   34.681804 
   H   35.880789   21.318142   33.395993 
   H   37.019902   19.998215   33.041851 
   H   34.838058   24.883309   27.269757 
   H   36.031329   23.803200   27.970768 
   H   37.532609   21.916581   31.608520 
   H   38.851877   21.564501   32.710086 
   H   34.425746   23.140870   29.760463 
   H   33.135255   23.919207   28.897664 
   H   39.488964   25.773469   35.848019 
   H   36.712292   31.466685   35.135539 
   H   33.725755   29.230622   29.943177 
   H   35.909285   23.380329   31.197258 
   C   34.845160   27.052959   34.238425 
   C   34.833852   25.883156   35.158173 
   O   35.303312   25.879533   36.288157 
   O   34.183369   24.861022   34.588931 
   C   34.118047   23.576581   35.272390 
   C   33.154126   22.731290   34.461444 
   C   33.546444   27.812125   34.235861 
   H   33.777705   23.741730   36.299561 
   H   35.112929   23.117642   35.307647 
   H   33.439282   22.751100   33.404793 
   H   33.199132   21.691756   34.796019 
   H   32.121360   23.091900   34.545378 
   H   33.185206   27.946930   33.209628 
   H   32.757802   27.323814   34.824573 
   H   33.706777   28.821924   34.636147 
   O   37.416051   23.837412   37.154098 
   H   37.185273   23.005725   36.674758 




IPC 1 Rma TDE triplet singlet (QM-region atoms 
only) 
 
   C   39.524928   28.965513   30.644307 
   C   38.673898   29.040292   31.710286 
   N   39.368927   27.691750   30.126769 
   C   38.424738   27.061606   30.872816 
   N   37.993038   27.852192   31.835034 
   H   39.821880   27.311949   29.299956 
   H   38.498252   29.862171   32.388254 
   H   38.068554   26.063871   30.673139 
   Fe   36.332516   27.436669   33.191865 
   C   34.188407   24.013735   29.189708 
   C   37.833091   21.976333   32.687114 
   N   35.332657   26.693714   31.589232 
   C   34.966441   23.934237   27.867277 
   C   36.922112   21.015483   33.498242 
   N   35.675355   29.316275   32.773414 
   C   34.427033   22.800594   26.934979 
   C   37.341575   20.941536   34.999291 
   N   37.159974   25.624902   33.441053 
   C   36.004695   24.341731   31.708825 
   C   34.377228   28.784301   30.750261 
   C   36.675641   30.534017   34.643120 
   C   38.738562   26.205860   35.228466 
   C   35.286767   25.394327   31.151428 
   C   34.898068   29.664659   31.702011 
   C   37.427220   29.490246   35.177617 
   C   38.200344   25.340469   34.288852 
   O   35.194637   22.455304   26.004040 
   O   36.614055   21.607934   35.801302 
   C   34.445193   25.267904   29.963535 
   C   34.641695   31.082207   31.713788 
   C   38.382119   29.635909   36.256607 
   C   38.649557   23.981463   34.101720 
   O   33.272150   22.371477   27.183918 
   O   38.365519   20.282777   35.279154 
   C   33.994460   26.533302   29.704140 
   C   35.246946   31.591600   32.838670 
   C   38.959849   28.406723   36.439529 
   C   37.829222   23.401835   33.174494 
   C   34.560138   27.408508   30.706058 
   C   35.891859   30.470630   33.491470 
   C   38.361318   27.527586   35.451521 
   C   36.915780   24.458872   32.751872 
   N   37.438973   28.205627   34.706428 
   H   35.879808   21.343356   33.414848 
   H   37.011004   20.020376   33.042181 
   H   34.867487   24.885370   27.324175 
! 53!
   H   36.037269   23.781748   28.028807 
   H   37.544356   21.943539   31.628396 
   H   38.853669   21.583677   32.739690 
   H   34.409251   23.129416   29.797592 
   H   33.132292   23.912438   28.917363 
   H   39.496352   25.781478   35.873051 
   H   36.748825   31.488104   35.153171 
   H   33.756843   29.223157   29.974210 
   H   35.891410   23.364700   31.255517 
   C   34.809997   27.122655   34.383061 
   C   34.824151   25.916041   35.226489 
   O   35.418276   25.793884   36.292825 
   O   34.058988   24.934408   34.693457 
   C   34.055668   23.630029   35.326790 
   C   33.110382   22.773246   34.504273 
   C   33.472289   27.763237   34.143030 
   H   33.729546   23.736087   36.367004 
   H   35.064897   23.204145   35.336319 
   H   33.384269   22.826952   33.445604 
   H   33.186870   21.727390   34.813160 
   H   32.068559   23.102633   34.604677 
   H   33.148758   27.695662   33.096089 
   H   32.687405   27.305434   34.762205 
   H   33.507866   28.836358   34.378676 
   O   37.474920   23.816569   37.152263 
   H   37.220864   22.981589   36.692069 
   H   36.791124   24.451163   36.881617 
 
!
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